No Free Lunch, No Santa Claus, and No Tooth Fairy, Either

By Anna Von Reitz

Some of my friends are "True Believers". This sometimes leads to unintentional friction and misrepresentation of me and my work. Many years ago when I was very young I was involved in two major movements in America--- the Farm Union Cases in which American farmers stood up to the bank-run Federal Corporation's over-reaching and land-grabbing successfully, and the American Indian Movement, where Native Americans did their equivalent of the same process of putting the bank-run "government" in its place and suing for justice. In each case, success was achieved at the cost of great effort and sacrifice and it was limited in scope and effect.

We beat the bully, but on the bully's own terms. Individual farmers got the monkey off their backs and one lone Congressman made the attempt to bring true remedy to America by proposing the original NESARA legislation. That's one out of over 400 members of Congress, folks. The American Indians won a portion of independence and respect and a bigger piece of the pie, but Leonard Peltier and LaVern Fast Horse and many others paid the price for it.

NESARA was proposed. It was laughed at. It was shelved. It has been "reviewed and amended" over the years--- with an eye to pulling all its teeth and potential to bring remedy--- and that's about it. So far as I know, that is where it stands and where it has stood for years.

It's "another good idea" without the actual, factual backing to become reality. So if it is a "good idea" why wouldn't Congress adopt it? Because it takes money and power away from Congress and more importantly, from Congress's corporate bosses, the banks. NESARA costs the banks money and assets. That's why it was laughed at when it was first proposed and ever since. Why would the banks and their flunkies in "Congress" just voluntarily do the right thing for this country and its people? If they were in business to do right by the people, we would be living in a different world.

No, the ONLY way that these cretins do what is right is when the people get their backs up enough to force the issues, and when we see clearly enough to overcome all the chicanery and legalistic hokum standing in the way.

Contrary to some of the headlines put out this week --- and which some people associated with my name--- there is no free lunch. NESARA isn't coming from on high to make things right. General Dunford isn't going to perform any miracles, either.

We are the only miracle makers here. It depends on us and nobody else.
So, stop waiting for NESARA. Stop thinking that someone somewhere else is going to take the right action. Stop sitting on your couch, sipping your iced tea and hoping that I am going to single-handedly lead everyone out of Egypt.
That is not how it works in the real world.
What it takes in the real world is a lot of very hard work, and yes, that is why I have been quiet the last couple weeks.
I have been working, reading, talking, conferring, planning, connecting, raising money, goading, communicating, corresponding, organizing, piecing together, assisting and in every other way possible pushing to bring The Puzzle Project together.
The good news is that we are very, very close to having a complete view of our national history and a complete knowledge of exactly who and what is responsible for the attacks that have been made against our sovereignty and the methods employed by those making these attacks.
We now know for certain that identity theft on a vast scale is at the bottom of it. We now know for certain that that identity theft was contemplated and carried out for the common purpose of abusing our credit.
Just think of a large governmental services corporation misrepresenting itself as your government and abusing your resulting trust to seize hold of and use your credit cards without your knowledge or consent. The "GOVERNMENT OF THE UNITED STATES, INC."---- which owns and operates the BLM, FBI, and many other alphabet soup agencies--- is no better than any other credit-card snatcher on the planet.
It is past time we all realized that we are dealing with criminal corporate syndicates--- nothing more or less--- and started reacting accordingly.
What do you do when someone steals your Identity and misuses your credit cards? Hmm? What do you do when a bank mischaracterizes you and makes false claims against your credit? What do you do when you are mistaken for a Spaniard? Or a Frenchman? What do you do when a company sends you goods or charges you for services you didn't order? What do you do when someone "presuming to represent" you doesn't represent you at all? And goes around making promises "in your behalf"?
Now that I have you thinking in terms of the reality instead of any "hope" in NESARA or General Dunford or generally speaking--- in what others may or may not do--- and have you clearly focused on the nature of the problem ----what are you going to do about it?
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